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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS TO RETROFIT A LILYDOME FULL UNIT 

TO AN EXISTING URINAL 

 

TOOLS REQUIRED:-  Water pump pliers; 

    2 x Flat screwdrivers; 

    Hacksaw; 

    No. 9 spanner; 

    Bucket and cloth; 

    Either Mastick, silicone or window putty; 

    PVC weld; 

    Drain Purge. 

 

FITTINGS REQUIRED:-  For 40 or 50mm waste piping, the following fittings will be required: 

- 40 or 50mm female bush; 

- 40 or 50mm piping; 

- 40 or 50mm 90 degree bend; 

- 40 or 50mm straight socket. 

 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:- 

 

1. Loosen the grating on the waste with a flat screwdriver. 

2. Take two screwdrivers, turn them upside down and insert them through the grating onto either side of the 

slotted holes in order to hold the grating in place. 

3. Take the water pump pliers and loosen the back nut of the grating. 

4. Remove the grating from the bottle trap. 

5. Remove the bottle trap from the pipe. 

6. Flush the waste line with Drain Purge to remove all crystallisation and uric acid build up. 

7. Remove the Lilydome full unit from its packaging. 

8. Put the top element of the Lilydome to one side. 

9. Unscrew the back nut from the Lilydome grating. 

10. Take the Lilydome grating and apply Mastick, silicone or window putty to the underneath of the lip. 

11. Insert the Lilydome grating into the hole at the bottom of the urinal bowl. 

12. Take the back nut and turn it onto the Lilydome grating, in a clockwise direction, from underneath the urinal 

bowl, whilst holding the grating firmly in place. 

13. Fit the female bush onto the grating. 

14. Take the 90 degree bend and measure the piping required above and below the bend. 

15. Use the straight socket to connect the piping from the 90 degree bend into the remainder of the waste pipe. 

16. The above fittings are all secured together via PVC weld. 

17. The urinal is now flushed once with water to ensure that there are no leaks in the piping or joins. 

18. Use a 9mm spanner to turn off the water supply at the shut-off valve which is situated under the Junior 

flushmaster. 

19. The shut-off valve has to be turned approximately 45 degrees to the right in order to shut the water off. 

20. Test the above by pressing the push button to ensure there is no more water. 

21. Insert the Lilydome element into the Lilydome waste and turn in a clockwise position until it locks into place. 


